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A professional astrologer and certified yoga teacher identifies
the distinctive karmic characteristics found in the astrological
signs, planets, aspects, houses, nodes, and elements,
helping others improve their current relations with friends,
family members, and spouses. Original.
Two Edgar Cayce experts with decades of experience
studying and teaching the philosophies of his psychic
readings bring his timeless wisdom into the 21st century. With
comparisons and writings based on living in today's world, the
Cayce concepts come alive for a whole new generation of
spiritual and holistic seekers. Topics include: • Karma •
Meditation • Dreams • Reincarnation • The Purposefulness
of Life • Earth Changes Prosperity • The Akashic Records ...
and so much more.
Whether you are seeking someone new or transforming an
existing relationship, Beyond Soul Mates will show you how to
love with the truest, most enlightened part of yourself.
Because of the cycle of karma, soul-mate relationships are
often fraught with predictable problems. But true-mate
relationships engage our higher selves, inviting us to manifest
and express our sacredness. Only when you connect your
true self with the true self of another will your longing for
intimacy and union be fully satisfied. Join renowned author
and energy healer Cyndi Dale as she guides you from the
often-turbulent waters of soul-mate relationships into the
calm, peaceful, and refreshing waters of true-self
relationships—and true love. Attract your true mate or re-ignite
the flame of true love in your current relationship. Find a
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renewed sense of peace and harmony even in your
nonromantic relationships. With practical guidance and
inspiring real-life stories from her clients, Beyond Soul Mates
is a down-to-earth guide filled with deep wisdom and
profound inspiration.
Edgar Cayce on Soul MatesUnlocking the Dynamics of Soul
AttractionARE Press
"A New Look at Love, Karma and Relationships “Uses reallife experiences and love stories to define and illuminate the
inner mysteries of the soul.... Candidly explores why we
attract certain loves into our lives, and why the most difficult
relationship may be the key to the perfect love we've been
seeking.” —Bodhi Tree Book Review Soul Mates and Twin
Flames explores the spiritual dimension of relationships.
You’ll learn the difference between soul mates, twin flames
and karmic partners along with practical tips for working on
whatever relationship you are in and attracting your highest
love."
Just who are guardian angels, archangels, and divine
messengers? Even the words can produce comfort,
reassurance, and hope, for they suggest the presence of
celestial beings who are concerned for our welfare and are
somehow involved in our lives and activities here on earth.
Are these emissaries of light spiritual beings that come
directly from God? Are they somehow responsible for bringing
us information and guidance? If they truly exist, as suggested
by the Cayce readings, then what role do they play in our
lives, and how can we enhance that role? All of these
questions and more are answered in this latest title by
bestselling author Kevin J. Todeschi.
There are dozens of self-help books on the market, but this is
the only one based on the use of "ideals" as described in the
Edgar Cayce readings. According to Cayce, ideals are
forceful motivating factors in our lives. They are at work
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whether we realize it or not. This workbook contains
informative text, delightful exercises, and revealing selfquizzes. The exercises are fun to do, and the results can last
a lifetime. With this book, you can create a new life
destination filled with joy and fulfillment.
Gain insights into your life and relationships as you explore
the question of soul mates through case histories from the
Edgar Cayce readings, plus contemporary examples. It
provides unique insights into the dynamics of soul attraction
and how relationships develop over time within the framework
of reincarnation.

Over the years the topic of the soul and soulmates has
become more popular. "Made for One Another" is the
first comprehensive survey on the mysterious soulmate
concept, the idea of eternal love of two people. Ulrich
presents rare material from mythological sources all over
the world, spiritual ideas, and modern thinking.
Many people are finding themselves at the mercy of
anxiety attacks, panic, overwhelming fear, and
depression. Fear comes in a variety of intensities and
seems to have a number of causes. Every individual has
had to face fear at one time or another. It is the cause of
fear and how we respond to that fear that sets us apart
as individuals. This book explores them all and provides
practical tools for overcoming the anxieties associated
with deeply felt fears.
These and many other fascinating questions about
human relationships, universal justice and multiple
rebirth are discussed in this much awaited book on Soul
Mates, Karma and Reincarnation.This is the only book
on this subject written by JAIME T. LICAUCO, the
country's. foremost authority on mind development,
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paranormal phenomena and Philippine mysticism.
Drawing on his vast knowledge of esoteric sciences, Mr.
Licauco provides the reader with an in-depth explanation
of soul mates, karma and reincarnation.Is it true we have
lived before this lifetime?Why was the concept of
reincarnation removedfrom the teachings of the Christian
Church?What is karma? What are the rules governing
it?Why did Edgar Cayce define karma as simply"meeting
yourself"?Does each of us have a soul mate?How do we
recognize our soul mate whenwe meet him or her?Why
do we seldom meet our soul mate?Can we invoke or
pray for a soul mateto appear in our life?Find all the
answers to all these questions on this book.
This book breaks new ground. Building upon the very
best that is currently available in the fields of
interpretation and imagery, it contains more than 2,500
dream images and symbols plus 10,000 interpretations.
Includes creative imagery, personal visualization, selfdiscovery exercises, and personal, cultural, and
archetypal symbols. Regardless of your level of expertise
or previous knowledge, this book provides to individuals
from all walks of life an exciting excursion into the world
of symbolism.
The Akashic Records, also known as “The Book of Life,”
are the storehouse of all information for every individual
who has ever lived upon the earth. Every word, deed,
feeling, thought, and intent that ever occurred are
contained within. Todeschi takes you on a journey to
understanding how you are in charge of shaping your
own destiny with additional instruction on how you can
tap into your own records—your past lives, your present
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experiences, and your future—to create the life you desire
now.
The information in these readings gives great insight into
who the ancient people of Egypt were, how they lived,
fought, ruled, and developed as one of the most
incredible civilizations that ever walked the earth. Some
of the most intriguing mysteries in the world surround
Egypt and its ancient times. Edgar Cayce addresses
many of those mysteries in this comprehensive collection
of psychic readings that provide one of the most unique
perspectives on ancient civilization anywhere in print.
Book jacket.
A new edition of the landmark, worldwide bestseller on
the life of the famed medical clairvoyant and founding
father of the New Age: Edgar Cayce. Edgar Cayce
(1877-1945) is known to millions today as the
grandfather of the New Age. A medical clairvoyant,
psychic, and Christian mystic, Cayce provided medical,
psychological, and spiritual advice to thousands of
people who swore by the effectiveness of his trancebased readings. But Cayce was not always a household
name. When a young, skeptical journalist named
Thomas Sugrue first met Cayce in 1927 the world had
not yet heard of the "sleeping prophet.” During years of
unique access, Sugrue completed his landmark
biography, which on its publication in 1942 brought
national attention to Cayce and stands as the sole record
written during the seer’s lifetime. This edition includes a
new introduction by historian Mitch Horowitz that
highlights the enduring significance of Cayce’s message
and the role this book played in its dissemination.
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Using quotes from the Cayce readings, this cook
provides a thumbnail sketch of each biblical personality
and presents an overview of that soul's past-life
experiences up until they time of the reading. It also
provides an understanding of how reincarnation works
over time by detailing the similarities and parallels
between incarnations.

The universal consciousness is an open book to
those willing to explore it. The Complete Idiot's
Guide® to the Akashic leads readers on a journey
into their personal past, present, and future, learning
the fundamentals of the Akasha - a Hindu word
variously translated as sky or space - and howto use
the Record to explore their hidden past, heal old
wounds, live an authentic life in the present and
affect the future. - Explores cutting edge aspects of
Body/Mind/Spirit -universal consciousness,
synchronicity, energy fields, and more - How to
decode the Akashic Record through meditation,
visualization, and lucid dreaming techniques that
anyone can learn
EDGAR CAYCE ON MASTERING YOUR
SPIRITUAL GROWTH What if God were completely
loving, the universe completely orderly, and
everything that transpired in life a purposeful
experience chosen at some level by the soul for
spiritual growth and soul development? Such is the
premise of Edgar Cayce on Mastering Your Spiritual
Growth. Drawing upon contemporary examples as
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well as historical case studies of individuals who
received psychic guidance from Edgar Cayce, this
insightful volume examines the activities of soul
growth and the process of personal transformation
that will ultimately enable all individuals to transform
themselves as well as society and the world at large.
For countless ages, people have asked Who am I?
Why am I here? And does my life have a purpose?
The answers to these questions were explored by
thousands of individuals who came to famed psychic
Edgar Cayce, and they are answers that are just as
applicable today. The ultimate truth is that we are
spiritual beings having a physical experience living
purposeful lives in a process of soul growth. The
keys to that process are working with a personal
spiritual intent or ideal, discovering our own
approach to personal attunement, and repeatedly
working with personal application. The Cayce
information contends that it is the inevitable destiny
of every soul is to become cognizant of its true
relationship to the Creator, eventually achieving
spiritual enlightenment in the process. This stage of
enlightenment was described by Cayce as "the
Christ Consciousness" and has been demonstrated
by such individuals as Jesus. What if a new
understanding of the nature of the soul and the
purpose of life on earth could transform humankind?
Such is the premise in the Cayce information.
Unlimited, unconditional, unending love. Is it fantasy
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or reality? In this extraordinary and fascinating book,
bestselling author Jess Stearn reveals that perfect
love does exist--that you can find it, experience it . . .
and with it, change your life forever. Here are the
inspiring stories of many real-life soulmates Stearn
has met, the innermost secrets of celebrities like
Shirley MacLaine, Susan Strasberg, Howard
Hughes, and Joan Hackett, who have sought and
found the ultimate love. Now you can share in the
drama and ecstasy of fulfilling your deepest and
most powerful yearnings and desires. You too can
find your own true soulmate.
The entire world is on the brink of discovering that
there is much more to our existence than that
entailed by our day-to-day activities. For ages,
people throughout history have asked questions
such as: Who am I? Why am I here? What is the
purpose of my life? Now, for the first time, collective
humanity is on the threshold of understanding that
we truly are spiritual beings.
If you've looked up this book, chances are you're
looking for something more than a casual date or
another dead-end relationship. You're looking for
someone to share your hopes and dreams with,
someone with whom you share an eternal bond your soul mate. Or maybe you're one of the lucky
ones who have already found their other half - and
you want to make sure the relationship lasts. Popular
metaphysical author and hypnotherapist Richard
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Webster has regressed hundreds of clients back into
their past lives. He has discovered that, somewhere
out there, everyone has a soul mate. And finding
your soul mate isn't an impossible dream - you just
have to be ready. Soul mates enter our lives at the
right moment - the time when we are physically,
mentally, emotionally, and spiritually prepared to
meet them. As you progress through Soul Mates,
you will: • Explore the theory of reincarnation,
karma, and the soul • Perform meditations and
exercises designed to help you open yourself to love
and attract your soul mate • Read actual case
histories of soul mates from the author's private
hypnotherapy practice The two of you have been
together countless times before. You may have
enjoyed a passionate romance in ancient Egypt,
medieval England, or Renaissance Rome. You may
have spent pleasant lifetimes in the Holy Land,
Thailand, or Russia. You found your soul mate then.
You can do it again in this lifetime. The purpose of
this book is to help you find—and then keep —this
special person. Discover for yourself that the soul
mate bond goes beyond "'Til death do us part" - for
true love never dies.
Science caught up with the psychic readings of
Edgar Cayce when it proved that all of materiality consisting of atoms and therefore protons, neutrons,
and electrons - is energy in motion. Everything is a
vibration. Even the body's five senses operate
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through the use of vibrations. The Cayce readings
suggested that vibrations were also associated with
healing, consciousness, and even locations. In fact,
the Cayce information presents the premise that all
of life in every dimension is actually just different
manifestations of the One Force - the Force that
moved all of Creation into being. Therefore, all
vibration is ultimately that One Force manifesting in
the material world in a variety of ways. Todeschi's
latest title explores how everything from
consciousness to the material is connected to
vibration, and how we continue to create and shape
our world through the vibrations all around us.
Vibrations are essentially spirit in motion and our
thoughts and actions affect our life and the way we
are living.
For years Edgar Cayce, the most documented
psychic of all time, provided a small group of
individuals with lessons in soul growth and personal
transformation. This volume presents a new look at
those major principles. From the first lesson on
cooperation through others on ideals, patience,
oneness and love, this book provides specific tools
for personal and spiritual development. The Cayce
information suggests that each individual has a
definite purpose for living. There is also the promise
that with a spiritual intent we can come to
understand that purpose. We are all here for a
reason, a reason that joins us in search of a
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common heritage. Presented here are insights for
awakening to our spiritual nature and to an
awareness of the purpose of the soul. Edgar Cayce's
Twelve Lessons in Personal Spirituality is designed
as a tool for personal reflection, as a handbook for
small group discussion, and even as a source of
encouragement during those moments when the
challenges of life seem more overwhelming than the
beauty of it. For though we may be separated by
language, or religion, or customs, or race, or even
vast distances, we all share the earth as our
temporal home, we are all Children of the same God,
and we are all seekers along the way.
"Every one of us longs for the pure joy and sense of
completeness found in reuniting with our other half.
But how do you find and recognize your twin
soul?"--Cover, p. [4].
The author teaches the "how-to-do-it" manifestation technique
outlined in this book so that you can bring your own special
someone into your life! The method is simple and
effective--you can bring that incredible "equal" or clear
"mirror" of yourself into your physical reality in days, weeks,
or a few months. You only need to know how to make it
happen. Give the greatest gift of all - the gift of love!
TWIN SOULS is the story of the greatest love the world has
ever known. The idea that none of us is truly alone, that
everyone has a complimentary order of the opposite sex, has
been a prevailing belief throughout the ages. From Plato's
story of the Hermaphrodite who was split in two, eternally
fated to search ceaselessly for its other half, to
Schopenhauer's theories of soul attraction, the notion of twin
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souls has always been central in any metaphysical
speculation on the evolution of humankind.
I am very ill. I sense my deceased grandfather's presence. He
is trying to tell me something. Am I about to die? Has he
come for me? I shout into the dark, "I cannot hear you!" He
tells me I must write something for my father. Thirty-six hours
later, I learn my father just passed away. I am to write his
eulogy. That visitation opened wide swaths of understanding
for author, Sheryl Glick. She ultimately learned we all have
the ability to communicate with our guides spirits of loved
ones, guardian angels, saints, or just "coincidences" that
show us the way. Life Is No Coincidence relates that journeyyou will find it similar to your own. "Sheryl Glick's book will
inspire you to go beyond coincidences of your daily life and
see the bigger picture of why we all are here." -Dr. Carmen
Harra "A generous and healing Spirit herself, Sheryl now
shares her journey with all who read this book." -Rev. Robert
Brown "Sheryl Glick opens her heart and soul to an
extraordinary dimension and enlightens us how every
encounter guides us from the start of this life to passing to the
next." -Dr. Bea Carson
Combining her extraordinary gift for storytelling with her
results-oriented approach to physical, emotional and spiritual
health, the author explains how and why the art of letting go
is the secret key to manifesting power and success in all
areas of life. 75,000 first printing.
The Edgar Cayce story is one of the most compelling in
inspirational literature. Over the course of forty years the
Sleeping Prophet time and again closed his eyes, entered an
altered state of consciousness, and spoke to the very heat
and spirit of mankind on subjects such as health, healing,
dreams, meditation, sexuality, and reincarnation. His more
than 14,000 readings are preserved at the Association for
Research and Enlightenment. And now, with the guidance of
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Edgar Cayce, we can learn how to mine our psychic strengths
for happier and healthier lives. Here are the readings of The
Sleeping Prophet, condensed and simplified--the wisdom to
help us make the right decisions affecting all facets of our
lives. Cayce speaks out on: The sources of psychic
development, reincarnation, Karma and grace, dreams,
meditation, prayer, personal health (including diet and
exercises,) holistic healing, sexuality, spirituality, rejuvenation,
religion, spiritual psychology, and much more. Cayce offers
us the keys to insight, enlightenment, and total fulfillment.
For the late psychic Edgar Cayce, the aura provided a
pictorial representation of an individual’s health, thoughts,
talents, and life potentials as well as karmic lessons and even
past lives. In a very real sense, the aura functions as a
barometer of the whole self—body, mind, and spirit. Psychic
Carol Ann Liaros and Cayce expert Kevin J. Todeschi have
joined together to present a unique volume that teaches you
to access your intuitive self in order to see these auras and
colors and then goes on to explain their meaning as based on
the well-documented readings of Edgar Cayce. Their work
explores colors and the human aura in a way that provides
practical tools for understanding that can be applied in your
own life right now.
Are you longing for your life to be easier and more fun?
Would you like to stop pushing, micromanaging, and forcing
things so you can relax? What if you could enjoy what you
have instead of always lusting for 'more'? What if you could
live in 'the zone', propelled by powerful currents toward the
right people and opportunities? What if you could stop
worrying about money and live with more emotional ease in
the moment? If you answer 'yes' to all these questions and
desire lasting positive change, then prepare to experience the
ecstasy of surrender. Are you longing for your life to be easier
and more fun? Would you like to stop pushing,
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micromanaging and forcing things so you can relax? What if
you could enjoy what you have instead of always lusting for
'more'? What if you could live in 'the zone', propelled by
powerful currents toward the right people and opportunities?
What if you could stop worrying about money and live with
more emotional ease in the moment? If you answer 'yes' to all
these questions and desire lasting positive change, then
prepare to experience the ecstasy of surrender. The art of
letting go, Dr Judith Orloff explains, is the secret key to
manifesting power and success in all areas of life, including
work, relationships, sexuality, radiant aging, and health and
healing. With her stunning gift for storytelling coupled with her
unique, results-oriented approach to physical, emotional and
spiritual health - marrying neuroscience, psychiatry, intuitive
medicine, energy techniques and more - Judith provides a
powerful, practical and accessible map for anyone who is
longing to be happier but who feels stuck, burned-out, tense,
worried or afraid to let go. (Previously published as The
Ecstasy of Surrender, ISBN: 9781781804209)
American visionary leader and psychic Edgar Cayce opened
the eyes of millions of Americans to reincarnation. Now, some
of his most astute observations on this fascinating subject are
interpreted by Lynn Elwell Sparrow, including: * The purpose
of each lifetime * How past lives influence your current
choices * Using your past life experiences to meet this life's
difficulties constructively * Past relationships-- soul mates,
twin souls and intertwined past lives * How karma and grace
can heal painful memories * Awakening artistic tendencies
from past lives * How dreams, speech patterns and reactions
to fragrances or sounds can all be clues to your past lives
With this book as your guide, you can discover your past lives
and develop your ability to make positive choices for life, love
and happiness.
A comprehensive introduction to the life and work of the
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twentieth-century psychic traces his Kentucky farm origins
through his rise to a New Age figure, in a profile that draws on
thousands of case histories and the perspectives of his
contemporaries. Original. 10,000 first printing.
Rogers explores the Eternal Feminine and Edgar Cayce.
From Creation Myths, Twin Souls and Goddess practices;
Rogers offers insight into the causes of oppression of women
in search of gender justice. Rogers presents the Circle of
Light Ritual and interviews engaged in The Work. This book is
a shining star.
Is is true we have lived before this lifetime? Why was the
concept of reincarnation removed from the teachings of the
Christian Church? What is karma? What are the rules
governing it? Why did Edgar Cayce define karma as simply
“meeting yourself”? Does each of us have a soul mate? How
do we recognize our soul mate when we meet him or her?
Why do we seldom meet our soul mate? Can we invoke or
pray for a soul mate to appear in our life? These and many
other fascinating questions about human relationships,
universal justice and multiple rebirth are discussed in this
much awaited book on Soul Mates, Karma and
Reincarnation. This is the only local book on this subject
written by JAIME T. LICAUCO, the country’s foremost
authority on mind development, paranormal phenomena and
Philippine mysticism. Drawing on his vast knowledge of
esoteric sciences, Mr. Licauco provides the reader with an indepth explanation of soul mates, karma and reincarnation.
This is a fast-reading, far-reaching look into the strange
concept of our soul's life, describing how our soul goes
through a recurring cycle of incarnations bringing karma that
affects us in a way often unseen, like a shadow over our
personality's life and relationships today. Van Auken explains
how and why reincarnation occurs, where our past-life
memories are stored, and how we may become aware of our
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soul and its karmic patterns. He explains soul mates, twin
souls, soul groups, and reveals what our souls are doing
when they are not incarnating! He revisits passages in the
Bible about our origin and true nature, a nature that is not
affected by the death of the physical body. Using sources
from the Hindu Akashic Records and the Book of Life or Book
of Remembrance, as well as Kabbalistic and Gnostic
teachings, he gives us examples of how our soul sees life
rather than our earthly self's view. He uses Edgar Cayce's
discourses to add to our overall understanding of soul life
versus personality life. Destiny, fate, and karma are explored
as well. Then he has a series of chapters of meditation,
dreams, living by ideals rather than allowing circumstances to
direct our lives. There's a fascinating chapter telling the
lifetimes of one soul's whole series of incarnations, and how
each of them contributed who she is today and why specific
people are in her life today. All in all, it is an interesting and
compelling revelation about a life few of us are aware of but
are apparently living at some level of our consciousness.
Discover your true purpose in this life, by exploring your past
life in this do-it-yourself guide to past life regression. Awardwinning hypnotherapist Dr. Georgina Cannon shows how we
can consciously influence our future by better understanding
our past in Return Again: How to Find Meaning in Your Past
Lives and Your Interlives. Cannon offers a practical and
accessible approach that anyone can use to discover: Body
and soul agreementsPlanes of existenceLevels of
understandingKarmaSoul Mates—you may have more than
one!Past lives and your “interlife”--where you meet those
with whom you have a soul contract to plan your next life.
Cannon offers a step-by-step process with simple
explanations and pragmatic exercises that readers can use to
answer questions about their past and current lives. Return
Again is an easy-to-use tool that anyone can use to live life to
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the fullest.
This book presents a thumbnail sketch of each historical
personality and an overview of the current individual's life for
parallels and similarities. It will give you a better
understanding of how reincarnation works over time.
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